Support a macro name as an aspect body pattern

Deg_2 would like to have ability to write name of macro in info requests, like this:

```c
info: expand(module_init(arg))
{
  $fprintf<$env<file>,$macro_name>
}
```

Related issues:
Blocks C Instrumentation Framework - Feature #2959: We need to develop analyz...  
Closed 06/06/2012

I guess that this feature request is rather easy to be implemented.

And it seems to be impossible to output string too.

If you really need this then open a separate feature request with a problem description.

Implemented in commit b9282ba of aspectator, commit 038b3a1 of cif and commit 170a5e1 of ldv-tools. Test and close it if it's okay.

Please, close it if it works for you.

- Status changed from New to Open
- Priority changed from Normal to High

- Subject changed from Add ability to get more information in info advices to Support a macro name as an aspect body pattern

And it seems to be impossible to output string too.

If you really need this then open a separate feature request with a problem description.

- Status changed from Open to Resolved

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed